Influence of pH and Annealing Temperature on Properties of
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Abstract
ZnS(O,OH) thin films for solar cell application were deposited onto glass substrates using the
Continuous Flow Microreactor (CFM) process. In order to investigate the effect of pH on the
physical properties of the film, the ZnS(O,OH) thin films were prepared by the CFM process
with varying pH solution in the range of 10.1~10.9 and then they were characterized for
morphological, structural, and optical properties. The influence of annealing temperature on
the structural and physicochemical properties of the ZnS(O,OH) thin films were also
examined with the annealing temperature varying in the range of 300~600℃. According to
our experimental result, pH and annealing temperature were considerable factors to control
the ratio of sulfur to oxygen when the oxygen was contained in the films.
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1. Introduction

Polycrystalline Cu(In, Ga)Se2 (CIGS) thin film solar cell is considered to be more of a
favorable solar cell compared to the Si-based solar cell due to its attractive direct band-gap,
high optical absorption coefficient, and potentially inexpensive preparation. The conversion
efficiencies for CIGS solar cells under laboratory conditions are higher than 20%. In the thin
film solar cells, cadmium sulfide (CdS) is currently used as a buffer layer. While Cd is a toxic
and harmful material, the development of the new material to replace Cd for the buffer layer
is required to avoid its environmental issues. ZnS is a prominent candidate material for it
because of its wide energy band gap.
ZnS thin films, in general, can be obtained by various deposition techniques such as
thermal evaporation [1], molecular beam epitaxy [2], and sputtering [3]. However, these
technologies require the use of expensive vacuum systems, high quality targets, and high
thermal budgets which contribute higher production costs. Recently, the solution-based
deposition techniques such as chemical bath deposition [4], successive ionic layer adsorption
and reaction (SILAR) [5] have been used to synthesize ZnS thin films because of their low
cost, low temperature processing nature (>90℃), and flexible large area application.
ZnS thin films for solar cell application contains impurities such as ZnO and Zn(OH)2
and is denoted as ZnS(O,OH) [6-7]. It was reported that some amount of impurities of ZnO

and Zn(OH)2 are required to be present in the ZnS thin films for fabricating the efficient
photovoltaic devices [8]. In this study, ZnS(O,OH) thin films were synthesized by a novel
solution-based method, which is a continuous flow microreactor (CFM) process designed by
a modification of a chemical bath deposition (CBD). Also, the influences of the pH and
annealing temperature on the properties of ZnS(O, OH) thin films were investigated.

2. Experimental

Preparation of substrates and solutions
The commercial soda-lime glass slides were used as substrates for the deposition of
ZnS thin films. Before the deposition, the substrates were ultrasonically cleaned with 1 M
aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (NaOH, Aldrich) for 10 minutes and chemically
cleaned with a standard AMD (acetone, methanol, DI water) procedure. They were then dried
by a nitrogen gas before being used for the deposition. A zinc-based precursor solution was
prepared by dissolving 0.1 M of zinc sulfate heptahydrate [ZnSO4·7H2O, Aldrich] and 0.05M
of tri-sodium citrate [Na3C6H5O7, Aldrich] in 100 ml of DI water. Control of pH was carried
out by using ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH, Aldrich). The mixing ratios of zinc sulfate
heptahydrate and ammonium hydroxide were varied in terms of the pH of the prepared
solution. In the preparation of the sulfur-based precursor solution, 0.6 M of thiourea (CH4N2S,

Aldrich) was dissolved into 100 ml of DI water.

Deposition of ZnS(O, OH) thin films
In a conventional batch CBD, not only the film formation can take place
heterogeneously on the substrate surface, but also the particle formation can occur
homogeneously in the solution. The homogeneous particle formation is highly undesirable
since the adsorption of the particles on the substrate surface yields powdery and non-adherent
films. Therefore, a novel solution-based deposition method was developed to synthesize
ZnS(O,OH) thin films in this study. This method employs the CFM, which is capable of
decoupling homogeneous particle formation from heterogeneous film growth, and is also able
to overcome the drawbacks of the conventional CBD process. The homogeneous chemistry
of the impinging flux could be controlled precisely by the inlet concentrations, temperature,
and most importantly the residence time in the CFM process. ZnS(O,OH) thin films were
deposited in a very short period of time using the CFM process. The details of the CFM
deposition procedure have been described in our previous papers [9-10].
The surface temperature of substrate was maintained at 120 ℃. The flow rate of the
solution in CFM was fixed at 4 ml/min and the time for impinging was about 5 minutes. In
order to improve the crystallization of the prepared films and to eliminate the residual
porosity and structural free volume in the films, the as-deposited ZnS films were thermally

treated for 1 hour under a nitrogen atmospheric condition. Effects of both pH and annealing
temperature on the formation of the ZnS(O,OH) thin films were investigated in this study.

Characterization of ZnS thin films
The structure of the prepared ZnS(O,OH) thin films were characterized by using an
X-ray diffraction spectrometer (XRD, Siemens D-5000). The surface morphology of the films
was examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4800). The optical
properties of the films were measured using a UV-visible spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics
USB-4000) at room temperature. Atomic concentrations of Zn, S, and O in the films were
determined by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS, HITACHI S-4800/EDS) as a function of
the S/O ratio. The chemical binding information of the ZnS thin films were acquired by an Xray photoelectron spectroscope (XPS, VG ESCALAB 200-IXL).

3. Results and Discussion

Antony et al. [11] and Lekiket et al. [4] proposed the growth mechanism of the ZnS
thin films using hydrazine hydrate and ammonia as the complexing agents in CBD. The
application of a complexing agent is very useful to avoid the powder formation in the bath
solution, and also useful to provide Zn+2 ions enough for the formation of the uniform ZnS

thin films during the film deposition period [11]. According to their common proposed
mechanism, the deposition of ZnS thin films require complex Zn2+ ions and a supply of
sulphide ions. Zn2+ ions are produced by the decomposition of the zinc precursor and they
form the metallic complexes with the complexing agent by the following reaction:
Zn2+ + nL ↔ Zn(Ln)2+

(1)

S2- ions are generated by the hydrolysis of thiourea by the following reaction:
CS(NH2)2 + 2OH- ↔ S2- + 2H2O + CH2N2

(2)

Then, the ZnS thin films are formed by the following reaction:
Zn2+ + S2- ↔ ZnS

(3)

In general, the deposition of the ZnS thin films is represented as the following:
ZnLn2+ + CS(NH2)2 + 2OH- → ZnS + nL + CH2N2 + 2H2O

(4)

L in reaction (4) indicates the complexing agent. In addition to the formation of ZnS, zinc
hydroxide is simultaneously generated in the solution containing hydroxide ions as the
following:
Zn2+ + 2OH- → Zn(OH)2 (s)

(5)

Zinc oxide would be formed by the dehydration during the thermal treatment process of the
as-deposited films by the following reaction:
Zn(OH)2 → ZnO (s) + H2O

(6)

Hydrazine hydrate (N2H4) was generally used for the complex agent to improve

growth rate and interfacial adherence of the ZnS thin films. However, hydrazine hydrate is
difficult to handle due to its high flammability, toxicity, and carcinogenic possibility. In order
to overcome those drawbacks, there were considerable efforts to deposit ZnS thin films with
non-toxic complex agents [12-13]. Agawane et al. [14] reported that the physical
characteristics were improved with the use of Na3-citrate as the complex agent. They reported
their proposed growth mechanism of the films using Na3-citrate and ammonia in CBD.
No matter which chemical was used as a complexing agent in the process, it took
quite a long time to deposit the ZnS thin films using the CBD process ranging from 1 hour to
a few hours. Therefore, the novel solution-based deposition method, CFM, was developed to
synthesize the ZnS(O,OH) thin films. In this study, only 5 minutes was taken to deposit an
enough thickness for the buffer layer in the thin film solar cells.

A. Effect of pH on Properties of ZnS(O,OH) Thin Films
It was reported that the deposition rate of the ZnS films was affected by the pH of the
precursor solution [4, 11]. To investigate the effect of pH on the physical properties of the
film, the ZnS(O,OH) thin films were prepared by CFM process with varying the pH of
solution by the increments of 0.2 in the range of 10.1~10.9. In order to improve the
crystallization of the prepared films and to eliminate the residual porosity and structural free
volume in the films, the as-deposited films were thermally treated at 600℃, which was

chosen on the basis of the preliminary tests, for 1 h under a nitrogen atmospheric conditions.
The ZnS(O,OH) thin films were then characterized for their morphological, structural, and
optical properties.

Structural Characteristics
The crystal structure and crystallographic orientation of the ZnS films deposited by
CFM method were determined by analysis of XRD spectra in comparison with the JCPDS
data base.

Figure 1. XRD spectrum of ZnS(O,OH) films deposited by CFM process with varying pH by
increments of 0.2 in the range of 10.1~10.9; (a) 10.1, (b) 10.3, (c) 10.5, (d) 10.7, (e) 10.9.

Figure 1 shows the typical XRD spectra obtained from the ZnS(O,OH) thin films
prepared at pH 10.1, 10.3, 10.5, 10.7, and 10.9. The changes in the crystallographic
orientation of the ZnS(O,OH) thin films were observed in the XRD measurements depending
upon the pH. The extent of those changes was affected by the pH of the Zn precursor. In
diffractogram of the films on pHs, the peak intensity of the ZnO was reduced with decrease
in pH. The diffraction peaks at 2θ = 31.75 o, 34.44o, 36.24o, 62.87o, and 67.93o corresponding
to (100), (002), (101), (110), and (112) crystallographic planes of the hexagonal ZnO
structure in the reference (JCPDS 00-005-0664), respectively. The diffraction peaks at 2θ =
28.54o, 47.60o, and 56.50o corresponding to (111), (200), and (311) crystallographic planes of
the hexagonal ZnS structure, respectively. These X-ray diffraction peaks were in good
agreement with the data base of JCPDS 01-089-2174. From the XRD analysis, it was found
that the crystal growth of the ZnS films was affected by the pH of the precursor solution.

Optical Characteristics
The optical band gap and optical transmittance of the prepared ZnS(O,OH) thin films
were measured in a visible range of 300-800 nm using UV-visible spectrophotometer. In
general, the optical band gap of the prepared thin films can be estimated by extrapolating the
slope of the straight line portion of the plot to the x-axis in a graph plotted the results of the
UV-visible absorbance measurements as (αhν)2 versus hν.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Estimated optical band gaps and optical transmission spectra in UV-visible
absorption measurements for ZnS(O,OH) thin films in terms of pH: (a) the estimated optical band

gaps, (b) the optical transmission and absorption spectrum of the films.

Figure 2(a) shows the estimated optical band gaps of the ZnS films prepared in five
different pH conditions. Also, it is shown that the pH exerted an influence on the band gaps
of the ZnS thin films. The direct band gap values of the ZnS films prepared from the
solutions maintained at pH 10.1, pH 10.3, pH 10.5, pH 10.7, and pH 10.9, which were
estimated to be about 2.91 eV, 3.0 eV, 3.4 eV, 3.45 eV, and 3.75 eV, respectively. It was
reported that the band gap of the pure ZnS thin film is in the range of 3.6~3.8. Among the
estimated values, the value for pH 10.9 was very close to the theoretical energy band gap.
Meanwhile, the optical band gaps for pH 10.1, pH 10.3, pH 10.5, and pH 10.7 are lower than
the theoretical values reported in the literatures. We presumed that those lower optical energy
band gap values could be caused by the ZnO phases, which were detected in the XRD
measurements.
The optimum pH to deposit the ZnS(O,OH) film using the CFM process was 10.9 in
our experimental condition. The optical transmission and absorption spectrum of the ZnS
film are shown in Figure 2(b). The inset image shows an optical image and transmission of
the real ZnS(O,OH) thin film. Transmittance of the film prepared at pH 10.9 exceeded 90% in
the visible region. A high transmittance of the ZnS(O,OH) film is desirable for the high
conversion efficiency of the thin film solar cell devices.

Composition and Binding Information of ZnS(O,OH) Thin Films

In this study, we would like to find out the possibility of the CFM process to control
the oxygen content in the films. EDS measurement was performed to determine the atomic
concentrations of Zn, S, and O in the prepared films in terms of the pH of solutions. Table 1
shows the compositional analysis of the ZnS(O,OH) films prepared by the CFM process with
varying the pH of the solution in increments of 0.2 in the range of 10.1~10.9.

Table 1. Composition of element in ZnS(O,OH) films prepared at five pHs.
Element(%)
pH

S/O ratio
Zn

S

O

10.1

10.46

5.31

69.08

0.08

10.3

10.49

8.76

62.07

0.14

10.5

21.38

17.61

52.26

0.33

10.7

21.02

17.92

49.05

0.36

10.9

21.57

22.36

43.77

0.51

As shown in Table 1, the sulfur content in the films increased along with the increase
of the pH, whereas the content of oxygen decreased with an increase of the pH. It leads to the
increase of the S/O ratio as the pH increases. Sartale et al. reported that the crystallinity of the
pure ZnS thin film increased as the annealing temperature was raised while the optical band
gaps of the pure ZnS decreased from 3.8 eV to 2.99 eV with an increase of the temperature
[15]. Meanwhile, the optical band gap of the ZnS doped with oxygen as impurity was

lowered as the oxygen content in the film increased [15]. According to our experimental
result, pH was a considerable factor to control the ratio of sulfur to oxygen when the oxygen
was contained in the film. The results obtained in this work are consistent with the values
reported in the literatures.

B. Effect of Annealing Temperature on Properties of ZnS(O,OH) Thin Films
The influence of the annealing temperature on the structural and physicochemical
properties of the ZnS(O,OH) thin films were also examined in this study. For this purpose,
the films were prepared by the CFM process with varying the annealing temperature in
increments of 100℃ in the range of 300~600℃. The pH of the precursor solution was
maintained at pH 10.9 in all cases on the basis of our preliminary experiment for the optimum
pH condition.

Structural Characteristics
The crystal structure and crystallographic orientation of the ZnS(O,OH) films
deposited by CFM method were determined by analysis of XRD spectra in comparison with
the JCPDS data bases. Figure 3 shows the typical XRD spectra obtained from the prepared
ZnS(O,OH) thin films annealed at four different temperatures, which were 300oC, 400oC,
500oC, and 600oC.

Figure 3. XRD spectrum of ZnS(O,OH) thin films annealed at (a) 300 oC, (b) 400 oC, (c) 500
o

C, (d) 600 oC. The pH of precursor solution was maintained at pH 10.9 in all cases.

In the XRD measurements, the changes in the crystallographic orientation of the
ZnS(O,OH) thin films were observed after the thermal treatment. The extent of those changes
was affected by the annealing temperatures. In diffractogram of the films annealed at 300 oC,
the only peak for ZnO was observed without any peaks for ZnS. It could be attributed to the
incomplete reaction to synthesize ZnS compound due to the limited heat energy at a lower
annealing temperature. The distinct characteristic peaks related to ZnS chalcopyrite phase are
found in the films annealed at a temperature of 400 oC or higher. The peak intensity of the

ZnO was increased along with the increase of the annealing temperature. The diffraction
peaks at 2θ = 31.75 o, 34.44o, 36.24o, 62.87o, and 67.93o correspond to the (100), (002), (101),
(110), and (112) crystallographic planes of the hexagonal ZnO structure in the reference
(JCPDS 00-005-0664), respectively. In the sample annealed at 400oC or higher, the
diffraction peaks at 2θ = 28.54o, 47.60o, and 56.50o correspond to the (111), (200), and (311)
crystallographic planes of the hexagonal ZnS structure, respectively. These X-ray diffraction
peaks were in good agreement with the data base of JCPDS 03-005-0566. From the XRD
analysis, it was found that the crystal growth of the ZnS(O,OH) films was affected by the
post-heating temperatures.

Optical Characteristics
The optical band gap and the optical transmittance of the prepared ZnS(O,OH) thin
films were measured in a visible range of 300-800 nm using UV-visible spectrophotometer.
The effect of the annealing temperature on the optical band gap of the prepared ZnS(O,OH)
thin films were presented at four different temperatures as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4(a) shows the estimated optical band gaps of the films prepared in four
different annealing temperatures. The estimated band gap values of the ZnS(O,OH) films
annealed at 300oC, 400oC, 500oC, and 600oC were 3.60 eV, 3.66 eV, 3.68 eV,
respectively.

and 3.79 eV,

Figure 4. UV-visible absorption measurements for ZnS(O,OH) thin films annealed at four
different temperatures: (a) Optical band gap estimation (b) Optical transmission spectra.

The optical transmission of the ZnS(O,OH) films are shown in Figure 4(b). An inset
in the figure shows an optical image of the real transparent ZnS(O,OH) thin film annealed at
600oC. Transmittance of all the films except the film annealed at 300oC exceeded 90% in the
visible region. A high transmittance of the ZnS(O,OH) film is desirable for the high
conversion efficiency of the thin film solar cell devices. From the UV-visible analysis, it was
found that the optical band gap of the prepared films was affected by the annealing
temperature. The band gap was increased with increasing the annealing temperature.

Surface Morphological Characteristics
Effects of the annealing temperature on the morphology of the ZnS(O,OH) films were
investigated by SEM. Figure 5 shows the surface morphologies of the films annealed at
300oC, 400oC, 500oC, and 600oC, respectively, for 1 hour under a nitrogen atmospheric
condition. All the films presented in Figure 5 were deposited by the CFM method at a fixed
pH value, 10.9. However, As shown in Figure 5(a) - (c), lots of voids and irregular size of
grains appeared on the ZnS(O,OH) films annealed at temperature of 500 oC or less.
Meanwhile, at an annealing temperature of 600oC, the film was well formed with relatively
uniform grain size distribution and dense morphology throughout the surface. It was clearly
observed that the surface morphology of the ZnS(O,OH) films were strongly dependent on

the annealing temperatures.

Figure 5. SEM images of ZnS(O,OH) thin films prepared at (a) 300 oC, (b) 400 oC, (c) 500
o

C, (d) 600 oC. SEM images were taken from the samples prepared at pH 10.9.

Composition and Binding Information of ZnS(O,OH) Thin Films
In the area of thin film solar cells (TFSC), the band gap engineering is required for the
high conversion efficiency in CIGS solar cells because of the larger energy band gap of ZnS
than ZnO. The band gap can be varied by the band gap engineering between 3.2 and 3.9
depending upon the oxygen content. In general, ZnO can be deposited more efficiently at a
high growth temperature above 400℃, sulfur can be more stable only at a low temperature.
Moreover, elemental sulfur is very reactive with oxygen to form the intermediate compounds.

For these reasons, only a few papers have been reported on the ZnO doped with sulfur using
the conventional solution-based deposition methods. Most of the works reported in the
literatures are done by the gas phase deposition processes like radio-frequency reactive
sputtering [16]. Therefore, a new low cost solution-based method is required to synthesize
ZnS(O,OH) thin films even in thermal treatment conditions at high temperature. In this study,
we would like to find out a possibility of the CFM process to control the oxygen content in
the films for the band gap engineering. EDS measurement was carried out to determine the
atomic concentrations of Zn, S, and O in the prepared films in terms of the annealing
temperatures. Table 2 shows the compositional analysis of the ZnS(O,OH) films annealed by
increments of 100℃ in the range of 300~600℃.

Table 2. Composition of element in ZnS(O,OH) films annealed at four temperatures.
Element(%)

Annealing

S/O ratio

Temperature

Zn

S

O

300 oC

9.68

0.88

65.98

0.01

400 oC

9.24

4.37

52.96

0.08

500 oC

7.75

5.73

49.27

0.12

600 oC

23.67

25.51

42.41

0.60

Sulfur content in the films was increased along with the increase of the annealing
temperature. Meanwhile, the content of oxygen was decreased with the increase of annealing
temperature. It caused the increase of the S/O ratio as the annealing temperature increased.

According to our experimental result, the annealing temperature was a considerable factor to
control the ratio of sulfur to oxygen when the oxygen was contained in the film. The results
obtained in this work are consistent with the results reported in the literatures.

Figure 6. XPS spectra of ZnS(O,OH) film annealed at 600oC: (a)Zn 2p, (b)S 2p, and (c)O 1s.

XPS was performed to determine the chemical composition and binding information
of the ZnS thin film, which was prepared by the CFM method and thermally treated at 600℃.
The high-resolution XPS spectra of the ZnS film deposited by the CFM at pH 10.9 are
presented in Figure 6. The observed peaks located at 1022.19 eV coincides with the binding
energy for Zn 2p2/1 electrons emitted from Zn element, and the peak at 1045.00 eV
corresponds to the binding energy for Zn 2p3/2 electrons emitted from Zn element. Figure 6(a)
shows the Zn 2p core level spectrum. The peak at 168.05 eV is attributed to the electronic
state of S 2p from element. Figure 6(b) shows the S 2p core level spectrum. The peak at
531.82 eV in Figure 6(c) corresponds to the electronic state of O 1s. The XPS peaks obtained
in this work are consistent with the values reported in the literatures.

4. Conclusions

ZnS(O,OH) thin films for solar cell application were deposited onto glass substrates
using CFM process. To investigate the effect of pH on the physical properties of the film, the
ZnS(O,OH) thin films were prepared with varying the pH of solution in the range of
10.1~10.9 and then they were characterized for morphological, structural, and optical
properties. The optimum pH to form the ZnS(O,OH) thin films was around 10.9 on the basis

of the characterization of the prepared films. The effect of the annealing temperature on the
structural and physicochemical properties of the ZnS(O,OH) thin films were also examined in
this study. For this purpose, the films were prepared with varying the annealing temperature
in the range of 300~600℃. It was clearly observed that the properties of the ZnS(O,OH)
films were strongly dependent on the annealing temperatures. The optimum annealing
temperature to form the ZnS(O,OH) thin films was 500oC~600oC on the basis of the
characterization of the prepared films. In this study, a possibility of CFM process to control
the oxygen content in the films was examined for the future band gap engineering. EDS
measurement was performed to determine the atomic concentrations of Zn, S, and O in the
prepared films in terms of not only the pH of solutions but also the annealing temperatures.
According to our experimental result, pH and annealing temperature were considerable
factors to control the ratio of sulfur to oxygen, when the oxygen was contained in the films.
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